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!:There is no richness like the richness
Qf mlnd^

^ no poverty

llke

ignorance1'

Ali Bin Abi Taleb

1
Development without resources is unthinkable. This is a universal fact which
cannot be denied. However3 the mere availability of resources, material and
human, cannot guarantee any measure of progress. The experience of AM-can
countries over the last quarter century attests to this fact. In fact, Africa
is now far worse off economically and socially than it was in I960 despite the •
availability of resources and In spite of the fact that it was politically
unchained by independence. It is a perplexing paradox that Africa is endowed with
vast land, rich soil, numerous sources of water, H mineral resources, and sufficient
labour forces and yet the overwhelming majority of its people are suffering from
starvation, disease and illiteracy. Even in the oil-rich states of Africa and the
Middle East where financial resources are abundant there is a high degree of
dependence on the developed economies of Europe and North America. It has been
said that "money makes wonders", but these countries of the Middle East, Africa
and some in Latin America whose greatest advantage lies In their possession of
huge amounts of oil, money have not achieved any wonders and are not classified
as developed.

2. By contrast, Europe has developed not because it is richer than Africa
in terms of material resources but because it was able to use resources most of
which were not indigenous to it. The same is true of J?pan. During the second
World War both Japan and Germany were substantially destroyed but they showed
remarkable resilience by their rapid and astounding recovery with the result that

both of them are now leading the World economy. Yet, neither is particularly
noted for any significant resource endowment. India and Brazil (in Asia and

Latin America respectively) ?re now beginning to emerge from poverty and are
making impressive strides towards full economic development. In Asia also other
countries like IVfelr^ysia, Singapore and Hong Kong have become prosperous centres of
international commerce.

1/ There are many areas of the Continent which are arid and are therefore
much less endowed, but even in these .areas the economic potentials still
exist. It is worth noting that elsewhere In the World deserts have been
turned into green postures and farmlands.
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3.

Inmcnt^ly

In Africa.

such extent exanples of successful development cannot bo found

Yet? as we hive mentioned earlier, Africa is rich in resources

^^0U^S^S
£V° bufn mJe ^ tho flJm af diacov^rliip: why sane countries
b^coPie rich and others st*y poor. Consequently, there his been general --reerrnt
that the secret in the wonders of Yiwvn achievement- lies in human rotiv-tion ""
aspirations, skills and knowledge.: In ?. nutshell, it is the quality of the *

human resources that makes the difference-.

Peter Druckor his reminded us th-t of

all available resources the human one is by far the most important boc^use
"the resources' capable of eraarRernent can only be human resources. . All other
resources stand under thu liw of machmics^. 2/ ^c huni^ resources enrry out'

this anlTrrsoment through the trnnsrautition of tha other resources. Obviously
natural resources vd.ll romiin untrpnecl without the effort of hunra being-s -quiDDed

with rolevrjit skills 9 knowledge rind persistence even in the ^nke of f-ilure'

""

These skills ?nA knowledge nrc technicr.1 in n-.ture *nd they constitute .* resource
in their-own right: technolo^icil resources, T*ich -ire i resource to b- found

essentially, .in hunm bein^.

Another resource which is entirely the cre-tioA of the

hum^ resources, is the flxmncl^ resource which amnot exist without humn" effort,
v/nilst technological .md fin^ncipl resources depend on hunrn effort for their

existence, the other resources depend on the Scinr; effort for their tmnsmt^tion
^nd beneficial use.

H.

lh?.t humnn resources ire centr-l to development is therefore established beyond

doubt. But the mere existence of hunim beings in i country does not rrkc n 'nr^t
resource of then. They alone cm do so with self improvement tand self rrDtivationand in an orgymzGd society the onus of ensurinc? that they turn themselves into
a great and^dynamic resource lies plainly and squarely on TOvernments s esoecially

an Africa where the latter have claimed a creat dc-al of the burden of dev*loprrent
for themselves. There are two aspects to the transformation of people into *

great, dynamic and there-fore crucial resource:

acquisition of knowlecVG and

skills on the one hand, and motivation and dedication on the other hand'. As we
will see in the following sections neither can bo successfully achieved without
proper; management.

II.." HMftiJ KFJSOURCES DEVELOPMENT \
5.

■

'

The nr'nagernent of. human resources development must start with the propisr

management .and pLonninc of education to be followed by well planned and well delivered

training propranmes.

A country's systen of education is crucial because it

determines from the outset the quality of its Libour force -• the distribution of
its human resourpes in qualitative tenns. As Desnoncl Kuelinp; 3/ argues management
constitutes one of the three primary functions of govbmnent" ind one of the vital

2/

Peter F. Druckcr, The practice of l^ana^e^nt. Pan Books Ltd.

3/

See Desmond Keeling llanap;enent in Government, Allen W

19763 p.Zh
London,

1972.

.■:.,...

.

■

'

,

./•■

,...-

London

'
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aspects of management is planning human resources development.
At the level of
government this includes, first and foremost3 educationr.1 planning: in fact5 this
is where it starts.
Before such planning can be made gpvernrnent must have a
clarity of mind as to the purposes and objectives to be achieved by the educational
system it choses for the country.
We know that current educational systems in
many countriess designed In colonial times and changed piecemeal overtime
have resulted in structural unemployment - an overproduction of the less useful
categories of white colour employees and a serious underproduction of skilled
and technical personnel.
6.
The primary objective of education should be to open the eyes and minds
of its recipients to make them aware of the dpjogc-rs and opportunities inherent
in life, and to enable them avoid the dangers effectively and make use of the
opportunities which either present themselves or which they have to create.
An educational system which is well managed to impart these- qualities is a necessary
prerequisite to development.
A noted economist, Caimcrosss actually saw it

as a way of combatting poverty.

He wrote z/°

t;In the last resort the problem of international poverty
is only superficially an economic one:
in a deeper sense
it is. an educational one.
The poverty that has to be
destroyed is far less a deficiency in the external assets
of modern industrial society than in its Intellectual and ■
spiritual endowment.
Where men have the attributes that
such a society requires - knowledge and experience., skill'
and self discipline, the- power to take a long view3 willin
gness to be guided by reason and observation, readiness
to look for new and better ways of doing things,, responsiveness
to opportunity and adabtability to change - they will
usually find a way to create the assets they need.'

The first African economic summit held in Lagos in 1930 similarly stressed :v
the importance of trained manpower as input to activities in the various production
sectors and support services as well as in the education and training sector

as producer of skills and know-how for its own needs and for other sectors.■i5/

Ihe Vforld Rank.also noted iTthat many recent studies find that people with primary
education produce more .and are generally more open to innovation than otherss

making primary education's econanic rate of return relatively hi£h almost

everywhere.-'2?

If it has been proved by experience that education pnys such high

dividends then it will be incumbent on all those .governments which truly seek to
develop their countries to take educational planning ind its management seriously ,
not by merely drawing up a system but also by properly staffing and managing

T\J

A.K. CaimcrosS; Factors in Economic Development3 Allen and Unwin Ltd.;,

Ebndons p.31

5/

The Lagos Plan of Action3 Chapter IV., para. 89

6/

Ihe Vforld Bank, Accelerated Development in Sub-Saharan Africa:

Agenda for Action, Washington, DC3 V)\M, p,»5

~

An
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educational institutionss by keeping or introducing high standards of instruction^
by insuring through a system of Inspections that such standards are maintained
at all times, and by giving s. high rating to the educational factor in matters
of employments promotions^ training, and determination of remuneration.
The
current practice in Africa of giving more importance to factors such as kinships
personnal friendship etc. which bear no relation to performance mkes a
mockery of education.
It does not only encourage people to forgo education but it
robs educationists and the educated of their pride and sense of contributing
to economic development.
Therefores though education is vital to development it
can easily be nullified - even destroyed - by irdsraonagement.
7.
Another important factor which is a function of education5 especially higher
education is the localization of professional qualifications.
The chief
advantages of this lie in the relevance of course contents to the local environment
and the saving of hard currency.
These qualifications must be based on hirfr
standards of academic performance and must therefore be recognized by government
as well as private institutions.
Examinations leading to such qualifications
must also test the candidates' ability to apply their knowledge to practical
situations.
As far as possible a period of internship should follow in order to
improve the technical skills of the holders of these qualifications.
If these requirements
are adhered to strictly > local qualifications may even prove to be superior to the
foreign ones.

8.

However;, institutions of higher learning 3 especially the universities and

higher institutes of technology must serve as a primary source of innovation and
invention.
Without research it will be impossible to carry out such a task and
without sufficient funds research is hard to undertake,
Research is an area in
which African countries have almost totally failed.
The reasons are many3 but four
of them come readily to mind.
Firsts governments approach the matter in their
budgetary appropriations with a parsimonious frame of mind.
Some of them do not even
allocate any funds to research- they think such money will prove to be a waste.
Secondly, research requires continuity and patience before it can lead to concrete
on even tentative- results-

until such time as the results are conclusive, at least9

the funds must continue to follow.
This is unpalatable to some African governments
who are in-patient for quick results.
Thirdly, there .ire no private organizations
which are sufficiently interested in research and rich-enough to provide funding
for it.
Fourthly;, there is a dearth of competent researchers.
These factors ares
of course3 interrelated.
For example3 no one will train himself as a competent
researcher if he knows that the funds will not be there to enable him carry
out his research.
One need hardly say that the best way to liberate the
energies of educated and trained people is to encourage their capacity for
innovation and inventions not by stifling initiative, and to reward them for their
achievements.
9.
Training is related to education.
It is complementary to it since it
also deals with the development of human re-sources.
It is one of the essential
functions of management at all levels.
Government as the manager of socioeconomic change should undertake training on a large scale and should give

meaning to it by linking it to recruitment^ deployment and career development.
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Trainlng3 whether it is pre-service3 in service or on - the -- job,

should be highly

relevant to actual work situations and interesting to the. trainee himself in
;
order to be effective. The interest of the trainee will be enhanced if training
is linked to career prospects. Furthermore, since knowledge and skills are not
static one of the purposes of training should be to update the knowledge and skills

of the'trainee- hence the well-known 'refresher courses'.

training of those who train others - training of trainers.

10

Then there is also the

Formal training can inculcate values and encourage positive attitudes to work.

Since values, mores, attitudes and aspirations are important to development are

.

best inculcated within the family and at an early age in life, governments should make
every effort to draw up social programmes for the improvement of women, and the

youth. It is necessary also to Inpart such values to children in nursery and primary
schools. In other words, since it is incumbent on government to transform the values
of society in order to provide a social climate which is conducive to development
it should try its utmost to plant the necessary values in the minds of the young
while they are most receptive to them. Again, well managed education can help a
,
great deal in the transfer of values and, therefore, school curricula should reflect
such transfer. School products will prove to become more useful citizens if imbued,
especially at an early age, with the proper values. Furthermore, mass communications
media such as the press, television and radio can be used to educate the general
public so that those values which are so outmoded as to prove a hinderance to
development will be supplanted by modern production - oriented values. *™e, old
values die hard and rural inhabitants hold tenaciously to them. But with persistent
efforts a change for the better, even if small, is bound to r^ppen. Persistent
and ceaseless but appropriately handed education campaigns should produce at least
the same effect as subliminal advertising.

11
Values, mores and attitudes, if healthy, should make the individual citizen
more cooperative and more production-oriented on the one hand; they should give
him, on the other hand, the necessary moral fortitude and courage to enable Mm,
not only to resist the temptation of corruption and embezzlement but to fj#* injustice
and impropriety within the public service or in the societyaas a whole . The . ;
engineers, doctors, scientists, sociologists, psychologists, teachers, ^ers^i
accountants, administrators, nrw-ers and the many other professionals, semi-professionals,
skilled workers and technical staff who are the product of formal institutions^ oi

learning will then be imbued with the values, mores and attitudes which will give
them the personal qualities of leadership, honesty, integrity, and motivation which
will complement their knowledge and skills in order to make than aspire to greater
and greater achievements.

HI,

RECRUITMENT, DEVELOPMENT AND MOTIVATION

12
Human resources development is a process as expensive at it is continuous.
This is so because this unbroken continuity is inherent in the nature of economic
and social development where there is always room for iirprovenent. Therefore,
despite what has been achieved by socialization, education, training nnd utilization

of human resources recruitment can still determine whether these resources will live

up to expectations, and mismanagement of than in actual work situations can undo
any previous achievements in their development.

We all knew that the phenomenon
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of the brain drain reverses any Gains which ore made through education and training
and the genesis of this tragic phenomenon lies mainly in the iirprcper utilization
of human resources. It has been said that drains are like hearts: they go
where they rrc wanted11. Therefore,, one has to forestall the flight of talents by
effective and forward looking policy of personnel management.
13. The output of educational nnd training institutions (i.e. proved human
resources) constitute the major and most important input to the various other

institutions and sectors of the economy.

These inputs have to be nurtured with

care and great tact - more than the other inputs - because they happen to be human
which therefore have feelings. It is this very complex human factor that makes
management a complicated field. One can make computers and other machines work to

a desired end by pushing buttons and. so on, but it is difficult for one to know with
any degree of certainty how to make a human being ™ the most complex cybernetic
machine - work exactly as required, or sometimes even work at all. This is again
what makes human organizations very complex and their management exceedingly
difficult.

14 : Utilization of human resources starts with recruitment which has certain
antecedents like job description, analysis and evaluation, position classification
designing of remuneration packages and other benefits and determination of the
■
qualifications as well as length and type of experience necessary for the effective
discharge of the responsibilities of the post. The recruitment process itself-

may involve a number of other activities like examination, and interviewing, before
selection. At all these stages objective criteria are drawn up so that the chances

for partiality and nepotism will be minimized and the candidate best suited for the
post, from the technical point of view, will be recruited. vJhen vancies occur

they are usually announced through the mass media like the press, television, radio,
notice boards, special gazettes or bulletins, and the rules may require that these
vacancies be filled from open competetive examinations.

It so happens in Africa

sometimes however, that vacancies are either not announced or they are^amounced
within a small circle of people so that the number of applicants will be restricted,
for ulterior reasons, to a few persons. Surprisingly also vacancies are.announced,
sometimes, after the candidate had already been earmarked. This obviously defeats
the whole purpose of vacancy announcements which come to be regarded as designed
to deceive the public.

15

When & manager makes such « false start in the utilization of humsn resources,

everything else goes wrong. A man or woman cannot be expected to perform well
in a job for which he or she is not qualified by training and experience. Therefore
the motto of recruitment officers should be "the right man font^e ri#it job s
not the reverse. Recruitment officers themselves need training in techniques of
selection, such as interviewing, and In the ethics of recruitment.

Furthermore,

it is necessary sometimes to adhere to rules and procedures of recruitment and not
to circumvent them because they provide certain safeguards against favourtismand
repotism. Rules and procedures are introduced to provide administrative justice

E/ECA/HRP/TC/84/8,,
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and not to add more "red-tape'1. But they can also be misused at times to hinder
good recruitment. Therefore3 much depends on the intdlegence, ingenuity and

integrity of the recruitment, officer. He has to find a way of"interpreting.and
applying the rules and procedures so as to expedite the recruitment process without

flouting the necessary safeguards against impropriety.'

Recruitment is very important

to the utilization of human resources because once an unqualified person is recruited3
especially to a very crucial .and sensitive post., it would be difficult to remove
him or even to redeploy him later on. That is in fact one of the reasons why
African public services are so full of people who do not measure up to standards of
performance. Incidentally,, one of the ■European public services has boon described

as '-overstaffeds underpaid and incompetent/

Unfortunately3 this happens to bo so

true of many African public services today and the blame for this must be laid
in part at the door of the management function of recruitment.

16.

Even if recruitment is done properly deployment or redeployment which occurs

■as a result of horizontal as well as vertical movements in the public services
can harm productivity a great deal, if wrongly done.
Wrann lateral or vertical
movement of staff can have the same damage .as wrong recruitment. Therefore., recruitment

and-deployment or redeployment arc complementary phenomena:

good, recruitment has.

to be followed by proper deployment or redeployment at .all times in order to
maintain the time honoured principle of the /-'right man for the right job'". It is

difficult to • imagine a qualified manager being posted to the post of engineer or

a medical doctor., but the reverse happens very often in Africa:
an engineer.
a medical doctor or a military officer becoming a manager without any attempt to
prepare him for the new responsibilities.
This sort of practice is3 of course-,

counterproductive but it goes on still.

It cannot be eradicated "until African

governments take management as the most crucial element in. the management of national
affairs and unless they realise that it is as much technical as the. other professions.
They have to grasp the simple truth that a man in the wrong post cannot be expected
to perform in order to maintain the current level of nroduction3 let alone aufgnenting

it.

In some cases the situation is so bad that it makes a mockery of training.

It

happens often that the people who are sent for training are either not trainable
because of insufficient background, cr that they are not wanted by their superiors.

Even some of those who are successfully trained, .^re transferred to posts other than
those for which they had'been trained. Redeployment may require retrainings but it

may be entirely unecessary if staff are properly deployed in the first place.

17. Naturally, people are more at home with positions which are.in accord with
their qualifications and experience and tiioy usually perform better in these positions
if they are properly motivated.
Although classical theories of organization put
a stress on specialization which may require that a person stays in the- same post
over a long period of time frequent redeployment has been advocated subsequently

in the interest of !;job enrichment"1 or 'job enlargement1'. If

However<s :?job enrichment"

or "job enlargement" do not always necessitate redeployment' they can be ensured

by the enrichment or the enlargement of the job content .alone.
Such enrichment
or enlargement does in fact make the job more interesting and has the effect of

17

See John Garrett, The Management of Government,, Watson .and Viney Ltd.

Aylesbury., Brucks^ pp 249 - 251.
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motivating the employee concerned.

In earlier times redeploymentu or job rotations

was advocated in some countries on grounds of democracy, §/ But then efficiency

w£6 not giv.;n primary consideration; the logic of such rotation rested mainly on
political grounds.

18.

Today, we live in an age of rapid technological advancement.

It is an age in

which those who are not equipped with the necessary technical know-how will be
left behind, even trodden upon and exploited., in the race for dizzier heights of
economic development.
Two things are obviously necessary for the achievement of

the take-off stage of economic development:
knowledge (including technical know-how)
and a will to apply that knowledge consistently and with improved efficiency.
The peoples' Republic of China has realized of late that in order to modernize and
catch up with the other great powers it has to seek technical know-how by importing
technology and by training its people at home and abroad - and to motivate its people
to work hard towards greater productivity.

19.

China has now embarked on a 'managerial revolution* 2/ by discarding old methods

of appointing 'liberation warriors' with impressive war records, or party loyalists
or propagandistss or 'veteran workers' of 20 years' experiences and by puttings
instead., younger and trained people in managerial positions.
China's solution is
now 'a second industrial revolution:
not in machines and production, but in attitudes

and practices'^ 12/ and as a first stop in this revolution managers were

appointed 'according to knowledge3 skills and merits and regarded for the frst time
as a production resource which could be hired from outside or transferred'. 11/
.

As recently as 1979 the State Economic Commission established the China Enterprise

Itonagement Association (CEMA) which is responsible for training practicing managers
and administrators in China's 400S000 new enterprises (factories built since the

mid - 1950s) in management skills3 consultancy5 research and production techniques'.If/
20.
Motivation of individual employees has also been given due importance because
China now eirphasises the human factor as the primary agent of production.
Therefore>
acquisition of knowledge and skills is accompanied by incentive schemes which

are designed to encourage workers at all levels (including managers) to increase

their production.
For instance3 a state company which meets production targets can
retain 10$ of the value of its output as 'profit's for distribution as the management

and the work force decide.

One factory;, for example^ chose to allocate Ho% of the

'profit' to reinvestments 30$ to bonuses and 30% to welfare benefits.

13/

State

enterprises give a proportion of their 'profits' to their employees as bonuses

o7 President Andrew Jackson of the United States advocated job rotation as
part of his political philosophy which has come to be known as "Jacksonian Democracy"

9/ Judy Lowe, 'China's Managerial Revolution', ^anagement Today., March 1983
p. 68.
10/

Ibid, p.70

11/

Ibid

12/

Ibid, p.72

13/

Ibid, p.71

iit*-Jr<2^^
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and therefore the employees have to work hard in order to increase the size of the
profit by increasing production and minimising costs.
Individual employees are also
rewarded by extra bonuses either for surpassing targets or 'meeting targets with

perfect standards and results?. In agricultural work bonuses are given in the form
of land. A land of 50 m2 per capita is allocated to the individual employees as a
bonus . and he can sell the produce in 'free markets7 at special rates which are
nearly twice as much as the controlcd prices.

Since per capita means every person

within a household a large family will usually make a second income of a very good

proportion. 15/

21.. The Chinese approach is actually- management by objectives and evaluation. £y
results. The secret of productive management is that the manager should use more
positive methods of liberating the energies of his staff rather than ; the threat
of negative sanctions which instill fear and therefore stifle initiative. , Individual

employees should be.encouraged to experiment and innovate and should be adequately
rewarded when they, are successful; if and. when they fail they should be tapped on
the shoulder and encouraged not to give up. When control methods are regidly.. :

applied discontent and frustration are bound to result- consequently3 employees will,
lose interest in production and in fact they may even sabotage the enterprise, in,

order,.to discredit their managers and thereby bring about their downfall.

This is

.

..

not tb; ,say? howevery that control should never be exercised. It simply means that
it should be elastic 3 using it when necessary and relaxing it when positive, methods
are called-for. • Much will depend on the situations the kind of organization being
managed aixlthe individual employee to be controled. For example, the military
or the nursing professions call for greater exercise of control bordering^ on
dictatorship while the management of a group of professionals requires loose control
and close interpersonnal relationship. A skilled manager should know5 however,
whether control should be applied in a particular situation and if so to what degree.,
Then3 we can convincingly argue that skill of handling men and women arid putting them
to productive work should be the main and essential task of management. Without
this skill management will be a great liability rather than an asset to the enterprise.
22.Evaluation can also be looked at s from the positive point of view3 as a .
means of motivating staff. If staff or employees are evaluated by results by what they produce - they will always endeavour to boost their production as a

means of getting better evaluation which must mean better reward, iinmediate or differed,
That is so3 especially if other agents which injure the morale of the employees
are not at work. Furthermore one of the purposes of evaluation should be not only
to find out how the employees have performed but also the reasons for poor or

good performance so that mistakes can be avoided in future; it should include an
evaluation of managerial methods used and recommendations as to whether these methods
should be discontinued or not,

23. Leadership is an essential feature of management. In order for workers to
draw inspiration from their leadership the latter have to be honest 5 morally
upright3 enlightened, tolerant3 appreciative of good work understanding of short
comings 3 energetic and. pioneering. A good and effective leader has to be many other
things as well* but it is important that he has in him or develop those personal
qualities which inspire confidence and set others to work. He should know5 about
all else5 that the essence of leadership is service. Nothing could be more

demoralizing than to work under a supercillious leader who does not have the welfare

14/

Ibid.

n«^—.-flw^t-iUw.it ^■j* it T
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f^f ^S^t^k Wh2 eXpeCt8 ttol to C0nsld^ him as a master whose authority

be disputed. It has been said that public services in some countries are
characterized by 'arrogance downwards and defference upwards'. In that situation
there is hardlyany thought or time for production, employees at the upper echelons
beccme drunk with the authority of their positions and social status whilst those
in the lower echelons become demoralized, depressed and even rebellious
Since
conceit impairs comnunication, humility should characterise the leader who wants

to get to the heart of underproduction.

■

24.

Production needs both technical and managerial expertise.

In the public service

the former is represented by soecialist officers, such as engineers and scientists
and the Latter is represented by r^eneralist administrators. Often, the two kinds of

officers cannot communicate because the generalist administrator jealously e-uards

his authority which is based on hierarchy and the specialist atternpts to establish
his authority which Is based on technical know-how. The Pulton Committee which was
established in Britain in 1966 to surest reforms on the British Civil Service

which had been charged with »amateurism' recommended, inter alin, that the
administrative class' be abolished and that high policyprJdng positions such as that
of permanent secretary' should no longer be the exclusive preserve of generalists

They advocated that the specialists be allowed to rise to these levels nnd should

be given oreater participation in oolicymaking.

Although these recommendations

were not fully irplemented by the British government the Committee's thinking

^d™^f
thai ^^'^ ?crld of tacreasing complexity specialist knowledge' was reauired
to manage such vital fields as econonics, science and technology, agriculture

finance etc. Generalist administrators were reused of governing »by intuition'
and also of blocking specialists to air their views effectively. 15/ The Ccmnittee

reccranended, however, that before specialists .arc entrusted with ^ninlst^tlve

positions they should bo tiring In the Intricacies of administration and management

25-

In Africa., AAPAM 16/

held a number of conferences on the professionalization

of African public services. It was motivated by the same reasons that prarpted the
establishmend of the Fulton Cannittee in Britain, namely, concern about the productive
capacity of the public services and the amateurism with which public business was
conducted. However, Africa has few engineers, few doctors, few scientists few
agricultural experts and few really good and Qualified administrators and managers.
The question is then whether it can really afford to remove technical professionals f*om
the field and put them behind a desk so that they will deal with administrative matters,
what is important is that both managers and technical professionals should be judged

by what they produce and their capacity to enhance production by" motivatine; themselves
and others.

,

15/

For a rood summary of the pros and cons of the ccranlttees! recommendations

16/

African Association for Public Administration and Management.

see John Garrett^ op-cit pp.

30-57.
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IV.

CONCLUSION

26.

Development comes only as a consequence of the human effort.

This effort

can be aided by natural resources which cannot achieve anything by themselves.

It follows then, that the human resource is the: sine qua ngn of development.
Governments in Africa shoulder a heavy burden in view of the fact that they almost

nranopolized the field of economic development given, in most cases, the existence
of a sicallj -weak and largely ineffectual private sector.
They are the initiators

'

and managers of socio-economic transformation in their countries and they have

to operate in ..an economic and political international environment which Is not
accommodating;.
Their position in the arena of international economic relations is
worsened by the fact that the World is -fretting increasingly technical and that
knowledge., skills and technical know-how have established themselves as the major
instruments of economic survival.
It Is r world In which previously simple things
like information have grown into a complicated science which will attract only
a technically-minded person.

27.
The lack of the requisite amounts and quality of knowledge has exposed the,
weaknesses of African governments in international economic negotiations which are
now going on.
It is therefore hipji time for Africa to arm itself with .'the necessary
knowledge and technical know-how.
This.obviously necessitates the undertaking
of educational .and training progranrnes which should include the inculcation of
values that promote hard work and enterpreneurial drive.
These proerarmes should
help their beneficiaries to perceive and persue economic opportunities.
Armed with
knowledge and skills and • imbued. with proper and motivating values 5 human beings
can achieve wonders5 if utilized properly.

28.

The term 'management' includes planrdn£r. org*mizings controlling and ' ■

accountability.. In the management of human resources the first "thing to be done Is
to develop such resources and this needs planning and proper mannge^ient of the
institutions involved in the implementation of such plans.
These are educational
and training institutions s departments of manpower planning, establishment departments
and ministries of healthy education., women and youth social affairs.
These
institutions have to be properly staffed, adequately funded, .and well-managed.
If they successfully execute a plan which realistically reflects the manpower needs
of the economy they will justify their existence and will be worth any amount
of money invested in them.

29.
A sound policy of and ppod practices in personnel management ensures judicious
utilization of human resources.
VJhen sensitive policymaking posts sp'to kinsmen
and cronies of those in high authority on prounds other than merit, productivity
is bound to suffer.
Similarly 5 when people who do not even atteirpt to meet the
targets set for them are protected and even promoted., the others will find no reason
to strain themselves in order to meet their own targets.
To enhance productivity
It Is necessary to introduce and practice administrative and managerial .justice
so that employees will feel that they .are treated and cared for equally.
This

undoubtedly calls for dedicated and honest leadership which enjoys the trust and
confidence of employees.
"fejiajsement itself should be geared towards production and
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reduction in production should bo considered as a failure; of management.
If the
fault of underproduction is clearly but justly. Laid c.t the door of manappnent
then that particular rnanagement must pp.
In this poper^ we have also mentioned
the incentive schemes which the People' s Republic of China has introduced as ,_
part of its 'managerial revolution% as an example of how employees can be
motivated to produce more.
30.
This paper would be incomplete without a word about the phenomenon vjhich has
come to be known as the 'brain drain'„
This phenomenon owes its origin to the
mismanagement of hurmn resources in Africa.
It is true educated and trained Africans
have been attracted to the developed world by higher salariess better conditions
of service and better quality of life.
It is equally true however, that they
have been driven away from their own countries by Irrational salary structures9
by unfavourable political conditions, by ethnic discrimination in employment and
promotions3 and even by sheer unemployment.
The mere presence of educated9 trained
and experienced men do not ^u&ranteo their contribution to developmentr they have
to be deployed in appropriate positions and then be motivated to produce.
If they
are denied the opportunity to serve their countries and to contribute to their
development they will be frustrated and unlearn vhat they had learned in the course
of many years of hard work.
In. order to save themselves from .intellectual and

professional degeneration while1 at the same tine being economically better off they

have to migrate to greener postures.
This is on elementary reaction of human nature.
But the consequences have been crave economically, socially and politically.
To
spend so much money, and effort on the production of educateds trained and skilled
men and women and then lose their services3 or not utilize them at all 3 is an
exercise in futility,

31.
The Lagos Plan of Action contains a number of reconmendations in human
resource development and utilization,
T-JIiilst suggestions for Improvements have
been made in this paper in the course of the .analysis it Tnust bs stressed that the
recommendations mde in the L-v?ps Plan of Action are sound and would go a long way
to solve problems in the area of humr>n resources if they ore properly implemented.
The African States which adopted the Plan in tl>. First African Economic Surranit
accepted that the principal responsibility for manpower training and employment

promotion should be seen as resting squarely at the national level" 11/ As far

as the fbrain drain' is concerned, the Plan calls for the employment of African
talents within the African region:
It calls for the 7Adoption of policies and
measures that would ensure increasing reduction of dependence on the use of foreign
experts and skills while promotinj- training of nationals in technical cooperation
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The Lagos Plan of Action, "Chapter IV, para.

"3
projects and. fostering employment of African expertise within the region1'.—

If the brain drain cannot be arrested within national boundaries then the
attempt itust be made to keep it within the region.
Nevertheless, individual
African countries have to devise new personnel management policies which will retain
present talents and at the same time attract those talents which had migrated
earlier.

32. There are two aspects to the management of human resources in Africa:
the
management of the development of human resources and the management of their
utilization. Although these aspects seem to be separate they actually form a
It must be noted
continuum and they should always be linked for optional results.
also that In both aspects the managerial elements is crucial and should therefore
be stressed. Ifoen the two aspects are properly managed production is likely to
pick up, then grow at s. faster pace. That is the secret of the prodigious
multiplication of producing power in the industrialized countries.
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